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An accelerated spatial redundancy-based novel-look-up-table (A-SR-NLUT) method based on a new 
concept of the N-point one-dimensional sub-principal fringe pattern (N-point 1-D sub-PFP) is implemented 
on a graphics processing unit (GPU) for fast calculation of computer-generated holograms (CGHs) of three-
dimensional (3-D) objects. Since the proposed method can generate the N-point two-dimensional (2-D) PFPs 
for CGH calculation from the pre-stored N-point 1-D PFPs, the loading time of the N-point PFPs on the GPU 
can be dramatically reduced, which results in a great increase of the computational speed of the proposed 
method. Experimental results confirm that the average calculation time for one-object point has been reduced 
by 49.6% and 55.4% compared to those of the conventional 2-D SR-NLUT methods for each case of the 2-
point and 3-point SR maps, respectively. 
 
1. Introduction 
Thus far, a number of approaches to generate the 
computer-generated holograms (CGHs) of three-dimensional 
(3-D) objects have been proposed [1-135]. One of them is the 
novel-look-up-table (NLUT) which can greatly enhance the 
computational speed as well as massively reduce the total 
number of pre-calculated interference patterns required for 
CGHs generation of 3-D objects [3].  
In fact, the memory capacity and the calculation time 
have been known as two most challenging issues in the 
NLUT method. For reducing the memory, a new type of 
NLUT based on one-dimensional (1-D) sub-principal fringe 
pattern (1-D sub-PFPs) decomposed from the conventional 
2-D PFPs, which is called 1-D NLUT, has been proposed 
[4]. In this method, the gigabyte (GB) memory of the 
conventional 2-D PFPs-based NLUT, which is called 2-D 
NLUT, could be dropped down to the order of megabyte 
(MB) memory. In addition, for enhancing the computational 
speed, the NLUT method employs various image 
compression methods for removal of both spatially and 
temporally redundant data of 3-D objects and 3-D moving 
scenes [5-8]. Among them, for removing the intra-frame 
redundant data, a spatial redundancy-based NLUT (SR-
NLUT) was proposed [6], in which spatially-redundant 
object data between the adjacent pixels of the 3-D image are 
removed with the run-length encoding (RLE) algorithm, 
then the N-point PFP is applied to the NLUT for CGH 
generation.  
Actually, for practical application of the NLUT methods 
mentioned above, the original NLUT and 1-D NLUT 
algorithms have been attempted to be implemented on field-
programmable-gate-arrays (FPGAs) or graphic-processing-
units (GPUs), respectively [9,10]. However, due to the 
limited bandwidth of the bus between the main memory 
directly connected to the CPU and memories in the GPU, a 
restoring process of the 2-D PFPs from the pre-stored 1-D 
sub-PFPs may deteriorate the computational performance of 
the GPU-based SR-NLUT system. That is, it might be 
practically impossible to transmit a large amount of 2-D 
PFPs data from the host computer to the GPU in real-time. 
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Fig. 2  Block diagram of the proposed method for generation of the 
CGH pattern for the 3-D image
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Fig. 3  Spatial redundancy of the 3-D input image: (a) ray scale of the 
test image, (b) Spatial redundancy map
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Fig. 5 A CGH generation process of the 3-D object using the proposed 
method: (a) Object points and thei  spatial redundancy, (b) Hologram 
generation for the ‘Group I’ with the 1-D sub-PFP, (c) Hologram generation 
for the ‘Group II’ with the 1-D sub-PFP, (d) Generated CGH pattern for the 
‘Group I’, (e) Generated CGH pattern for the ‘Group II’, (f ) Finally generated 
CGH pattern for all object points Fig. 6 3-D test object images: (a)-(c) Intensity images and (d)-(f ) Depth 
images
. Experiments and the results
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Fig. 7  SR-maps extracted by horizontal scanning of the test 3-D objects 
with the RLE method
Table 1  Comparison results of the number of object points to be 
calculated
Fig. 8  3-D object images reconstructed from the CGH patterns 
generated with the conventional an  proposed methods
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NLUT methods. That is, the total calculation time decreases 
for the case of N=2, while it increases for the case of N=3. 
By comparing the cases of N=2 and N=3 in the 2-D SR-
NLUT method, the loading time of the PFP is increased by 
62.90ms, even though the hologram generation time is 
decreased by 37.28ms. That is, the loading time for the N-
point PFPs gets larger than the hologram calculation time 
for the reduced object points by removing the redundant 
data of 3-D object. That is, the loading time of the N-point 
2-D PFP may increase if the N number gets increased 
because the number of N-point 2-D PFPs to be loaded on 
the GPU is increased if the N number gets increased. In the 
conventional 2-D NLUT and 2-D SR-NLUT methods, the 
loading time of the PFP on the GPU is composed of a large 
portion of the total calculation time. That is, the loading 
time of the N-point 2-D PFP occupies 57.5% of the total 
calculation time. On the other hand, the pre-processing time 
required for extraction of the spatial redundancy of the 3-D 
object, possess an extremely small portion on the total 
calculation time. That is, the pre-processing time occupies 
only 0.05% in the total calculation time. 
 
Table 2 Calculation time for each of the conventional 2-D NLUT, 2-D SR-NLUT, 1-D 





























































































































































































































































































That is, the numbers of PFPs in the 1-D methods are 
same with those of the 2-D methods, but the memory sizes 
of each N-point PFP in the 1-D methods are extremely 
small compared to those of the 2-D methods. Therefore, the 
loading time of the N-point 1-D sub-PFPs occupied only 2.2% 
in the total calculation time. And then, the total calculation 
times becomes 434.17ms, 333.59ms and 303.83ms for each 
case of the 1-D NLUT and proposed methods (2 and 3-point 
cases), respectively. By comparing the cases of N=2 and 
N=3 in the proposed methods, the loading time of the PFP is 
increased by only 1.11ms even though the CGH generation 
time is decreased by 30.88ms. That is, the total calculation 
time has been decreased just by removing the spatially 
redundant data of the 3-D object. On the other hand, the 
pre-processing time occupies 0.11% in the total calculation 
time in the 1-D NLUT methods. 
In the same way, in case of ‘Car’ the loading time of the 
PFP gets decreased from 454.06ms to 7.42ms by applying 
the N-point 1-D sub-PFPs. Therefore, the total calculation 
time is given by 792.17ms, 881.60ms and 987.33ms in the 
2-D NLUT and 2-D SR-NLUT (2- and 3-points cases) 
methods, respectively. That is, the total calculation time is 
increased despite the spatially redundant data of the 3-D 
object gets removed. However, the total calculation time is 
given by 437.06ms, 397.40ms and 391.30ms in the 1-D 
NLUT and proposed (2- and 3-points cases) methods, 
respectively. That is, the total calculation time has been 
decreased by removing the spatially redundant data of the 
3-D object. 
Likewise, in case of ‘House and car’ object, the loading 
time of the PFP is decreased from 125.26ms to 4.20ms by 
applying the N-point 1-D sub-PFP. The loading time of this 
case is very small compare to other cases because only 49, 
77 and 101 PFPs are loaded for the case of N=1, 2 and 3, 
respectively, because the ‘House and Car’ object has only 
49 depth layers in all 3-D object. The total calculation time 
is given by 518.01ms, 488.44ms and 495.48ms in the 2-D 
NLUT and 2-D SR-NLUT (2- and 3-points cases) methods, 
respectively. However, the total calculation time is given by 
Table 2  Calculation time for each of the conventional 2-D NLUT, 2-D SR-
NLUT, 1-D NLUT and pro osed meth s
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450.06ms, 361.93ms and 336.55ms in the 1-D NLUT and 
proposed (2- and 3-points cases) methods, respectively. 
Table 3 shows the average calculation time for one-object 
point in the conventional 2-D NLUT, 2-D SR-NLUT, 1-D 
NLUT and proposed methods, respectively. As seen in 
Table 3, in case of ‘Dice’ object, the average calculation 
time for one-object point is given by 51.89μs, 50.36μs and 
52.03μs in the conventional 2-D NLUT and 2-D SR-NLUT 
(2- and 3-points cases) methods, respectively. That is, the 
average calculation time for one-object point for the case of 
N=2 is reduced by 2.9% compared to that of the 2-D NLUT 
method. However, the average calculation time for one-
object point for the case of N=3 is increased by 0.3% and 
3.2% compared to those of the 2-D NLUT and 2-D SR-
NLUT (N=2) methods. That is, as mentioned above, the 
loading time for the N-point PFPs gets larger than the CGH 
calculation time for the reduced object point by removing 
the redundant data of the 3-D object. 
Table 3 Average calculation time and required memory space for 
one-object point in each case of the conventional 2-D NLUT, 2-D 
SR-NLUT, 1-D NLUT and proposed methods 
 
2-D 
NLUT 2-D SR-NLUT 
1-D 
NLUT Proposed method 


































































































By comparison with the 2-D NLUT and 2-D SR-NLUT 
methods, the conventional 1-D NLUT and 1-D SR-NLUT 
methods need smaller loading times. As shown in table 3, in 
case of ‘dice’, the average calculation time for one-object 
point is given by 28.35μs, 21.78μs and 19.84μs in the 
conventional 1-D NLUT and 1-D SR-NLUT methods. That 
is, the average calculation time for one-object point is 
reduced by 45.4%, 58.0% and 61.8% compared to those of 
the 2-D NLUT method, respectively.  
In the same way, in case of ‘Car’ object, average 
calculation time for one-object point is given by 50.69μs, 
56.42μs and 63.18μs in the conventional 2-D NLUT and 2-
D SR-NLUT methods, respectively. That is, the average 
calculation time for one-object point is increased in spite of 
removing the spatially redundant data of 3-D object. 
However, the average calculation time for one-object point 
is given by 27.97μs, 25.43μs and 25.04μs in the 
conventional 1-D NLUT and proposed methods, 
respectively. That is, the average calculation time for one-
object point is reduced by 44.8%, 54.9% and 60.4% 
compared to each of the 2-D methods, respectively, by 
replacing the N-point 2-D PFPs into the N-point 1-D sub-
PFPs. 
Likewise, in case of ‘House and car’ object, the average 
calculation time for one-object point is given by 29.26μs, 
27.59μs and 27.99μs in the conventional 2-D NLUT and 2-
D SR-NLUT methods, respectively. However, the average 
calculation time for one-object point is given by 25.42μs, 
20.44μs and 19.01μs in the conventional 1-D NLUT and 
proposed methods, respectively. That is, the average 
calculation time for one-object point is reduced by 13.1%, 
25.9% and 32.1% compared to each of the 2-D methods, 
respectively, by replacing the N-point 2-D PFPs into the N-
point 1-D sub-PFPs. 
Thus, the average calculation time for one-object point 
for all three cases is given by 43.95μs, 44.79μs, 47.73μs, 
27.24μs, 22.55μs and 21.29μs in the conventional 2-D 
NLUT, 2-D SR-NLUT (N=2, 3), 1-D NLUT and proposed 
methods (N=2, 3), respectively. That is, the average 
calculation time for one-object point is reduced by 38.0%, 
49.6% and 55.4% compared to each of the 2-D methods, 
respectively by replacing the N-point 2-D PFPs into the N-
point 1-D sub-PFPs. 
In addition, the memory capacities required in the 
conventional 2-D NLUT, 2-D SR-NLUT and 1-D NLUT 
methods as well as the proposed method are also calculated. 
As seen in Table 3, the total memory size required for 
storing all N-point PFPs of the 3-D image volume of 300 × 
300 × 256 pixels in the conventional 2-D NLUT and 2-D 
SR-NLUT methods are calculated to be 1.33GB, 2.66GB 
and 3.99GB, respectively, in which image data for one PFP 
is assumed to be 5.32MB (= 2820×1980×8bit). For 1-D 
NLUT and proposed methods, only two sets of N-point 1-D 
sub-PFPs are needed, therefore, the total memory size 
required for storing all N-point sub-PFPs are calculated to 
be 1.38MB, 2.75MB and 4.13MB for the 1-D NLUT and 
proposed methods, respectively. In other words, the 
proposed method only uses 0.2%, 0.3% of the memory 
volume of the conventional 2-D NLUT method for each 
Tabl  3 Avera e calculation ti e and required memory space for one-
object point in each case of the conventional 2-D NLUT, 2-D SR-NLUT, 1-D 
NLUT and proposed methods
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case of the 2, 3-point SR maps, respectively. Therefore, the 
loading time of the N-point PFPs can be dramatically 
reduced compared to those of the conventional 2-D NLUT 




In this paper, a novel approach to massively reduce the 
memory capacity as well as to dramatically reduce the 
calculation time of the conventional NLUT method has 
been proposed by combined use of the 1-D sub-PFP and the 
spatial redundancy of the 3-D object for its GPU-based 
implementation. Experiments with three types of test 3-D 
objects confirm that the average calculation times for one-
object point of the proposed method have been reduced by 
49.6% and 55.4% compared to those of the 2-D SR-NLUT 
methods for each case of the 2, 3-point SR maps. In 
addition, the proposed method has been found to use only 
0.2% and 0.3% of the memory volume of the conventional 
2-D NLUT method for each case of the 2-point and 3-point 
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